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ABSTRACT:
A recent like of work has shown a strong parallel between deep neural network architectures and sparse recovery and estimation, namely that a deep neural network architecture with ReLU nonlinearities arises from a finite sequence of cascaded sparse coding models, the outputs of which, except for the last element in the cascade, are sparse and unobservable. I have shown that if the measurement matrices in the cascaded sparse coding model (a) satisfy RIP and (b) all have sparse columns except for the last, they can be recovered with high probability in the absence of noise using a sequential alternating-optimization algorithm. The method of choice in deep learning to solve this problem is by training a deep auto-encoder. My main result states that the complexity of learning this deep sparse coding model is given by the product of the number of active neurons (sparsity) in the deepest layer and its embedding dimension (of the sparse vector). More importantly, the theory gives a practical prescription for how, starting from the number of hidden units at the first layer, to pick the number of hidden units in all layers. I will demonstrate the usefulness of these ideas in the context of learning a two-layer deep sparse coding model of natural image patches, with far fewer parameters than its shallow counterpart.
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